
Read-Aloud Cognitive Interview Protocol

Usually when we read we read silently, to ourselves.  But today I am going to ask you to 
read in a different way.  I’d like you to read the brochure that I will be giving you one 
phrase or one sentence at a time.  At the end of each phrase or sentence, I’d like you to 
comment out loud about your understanding of the text at that point.  For example, if the 
text said, “Breakfast is the most important meal of the day,” you might state your 
comprehension by saying, “Eating a good breakfast is more important than eating lunch 
or dinner.”  

In addition to telling what you are understanding about that phrase or sentence, you might 
comment on your evaluation of the text at that point.  For example, if the text said, 
“Radon is a hidden danger in our homes,” you might comment something like, “That’s a 
pretty scary thing to tell people.  I don’t think it’s right to frighten people like that. 
Maybe it’s just better to give people solutions to problems instead of just scaring them.”

Finally, you might comment on how the phrase or sentence applies to you.  For example, 
if the text said, “Each cigarette takes 18 minutes from your life,” you might say, “Well I 
have never smoked, so this message isn’t speaking to me.  But on the other hand people I 
know and love smoke, so this is a message I guess I could pass along to them.”

So just go ahead and start at the beginning of the message.  You can stop after a few 
words to make some comments, or maybe there’s a particular word that makes you stop 
and think.  It’s up to you.

[Note: Allowable probes: “Is there anything you’d like to say about that phrase?”  “What 
are you thinking now?”  “How does that phrase strike you?]



Individual In-depth Interviews

Individual in-depth interviews are useful for pretesting issues that are very sensitive.  For 
example, a person might be more willing to talk about unsafe sexual activity in an 
individual interview than among others in a focus group. Individual in-depth interviews 
are also helpful for targeting respondents who are difficult to recruit, such as physicians 
and CEO’s.  Finally, in-depth interviews are best for drilling down into very detailed 
accounts of reactions to messages or health behaviors.  For example, details about 
respondents’ diet and nutrition may require individual in-depth interviewing.

The time needed to complete the interview will vary.

The interviewer…
1. Introduces her/himself
2. Reviews the informed consent with the interviewee. I need to use a tape recorder so I 
don’t forget anything you tell me.  Is it OK if I record the interview?  This is not a test, so 
I don’t want you to be afraid to give an incorrect answer.
3. Sometimes begin with closed questions that are easy to answer.  This is called 
“priming the pump” and allows the interviewee to experience success and overcome 
anxiety early on in the interview.

a. Tell me a little bit about yourself… 
b. How long have you held your current job?

4. Asks more in-depth questions, beginning with the simple ones first.
a. Has anyone in your family ever gotten breast cancer?
b. As far as you know, who exactly is supposed to get a mammogram? How often 

            are they supposed to get one?
5. Asks more difficult questions…
a. What comes to mind when I say breast cancer?
b. What specific risk factors breast cancer do you think most women are aware 
of?
c. In your opinion, what are some specific barriers that keep many low income

 women from receiving regular mammograms?
5. Asks the interviewee if there is anything else they would like to add.
6. Wraps up and gives an overview of the interview.
7. Thanks the interviewee for his/her time.



Sample Message Evaluation Scales

How did you feel about the message you just heard/saw? Please show how strongly you 
agree or disagree with each of the following statements about the message.  Show how 
you feel by drawing a circle around one word or phrase after each statement

1. The message is believable

strongly agree  agree     neutral    disagree   strongly disagree

2.  The message is interesting

strong disagree disagree neutral agree strongly agree

3.  I already knew what the message says.

strongly agree  agree     neutral    disagree   strongly disagree

4.  I will remember this message.

strongly  disagree disagree neutral agree strongly agree

5.  I could relate to the people in the message

strongly agree  agree     neutral    disagree   strongly disagree

6. The message raised strong feelings in me.

strongly  disagree disagree neutral agree strongly agree

7. The message was easy to understand.

strongly  agree  agree     neutral    disagree   strongly disagree

8. The topic of this message is really important to me.

strongly  disagree disagree neutral agree strongly agree

9. I will do what this message says I should do.

strongly agree  agree     neutral    disagree   strongly disagree

10. I will tell other people to do what this message says to do.

strongly  disagree disagree neutral agree strongly agree

11. The message is boring.

strongly agree  agree     neutral    disagree   strongly disagree



Sample PSA 

Pretest Questionnaire

Part I 

Thank you for watching this program. One of the reasons it was shown tonight was to get your reaction 
to it-- to see what parts you liked and what parts you didn't like.

1. Was there any part of the program that you especially liked?
___________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

2. Was there anything about the program that you disliked?
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

3. Please indicate your overall reaction to the program by circling one of the phrases below:

a. A great program, would like to see it again
b. A pretty good program
c. Just so-so, like a million others
d. Another bad program

4. Would you recommend the program to your friends? Why or why not?

_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________ 

Part II

For each commercial that you remember seeing, please write down what the message said and what the 
message showed on the dotted lines. Write down the main idea each message was trying to get across 
on the solid lines.

a) What did the message say? 
b) What did the message show?



What was the main idea each message was trying to get across?

1. 

a).............................................
__________________________ 
__________________________
b)..................................................
__________________________ 
__________________________ 

2. 

a).................................................. 
__________________________
__________________________ 

b).................................................. 
__________________________ 
__________________________

3. 

a).................................................. 
__________________________
__________________________ 

b).................................................. 
__________________________ 
__________________________

4. 

a).................................................. 
__________________________
__________________________ 

b).................................................. 
__________________________ 
__________________________



5. 

a).................................................. 
__________________________
__________________________ 

b).................................................. 
__________________________ 
__________________________

Part III

Listed below are the standard reaction questions we recommend you include in your questionnaire.

1. This evening you saw a public service announcement. Now that you have seen the message 
twice, please tell us what you think was the main idea of the message?

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

2. In your opinion, was there anything in particular that was worth remembering about the 
message? 

a. Yes
b. No
2a. If yes, what was worth remembering?

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________



3. In your opinion, what type of person was this message talking to? 

a. Someone like me
b. Someone else, not me
3a. If someone else, why?

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

4. In your opinion, was there anything in the message that was confusing or hard to understand? 

a. Yes
b. No
4a. If yes, what was confusing?

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

5. We would now like you to describe the public service announcement. From each pair of words 
or phrases, please circle the one which you feel best describes the message. 

a. Believable
b. Not believable

a. Well done
b. Not well done

a. Convincing
b. Not convincing

a. Made its point
b. Didn't make its point

a. Interesting
b. Not interesting

a. Pleasant
b. Not pleasant

a. Informative
b. Not informative



Following are sample questions for each message characteristic. Feel free to adapt these questions to 
your needs, or develop your own questions. Make sure your pretest questionnaire covers all aspects of 
your PSA.

Use of Music:

1. Please circle the one answer from each pair that better describes your feelings about the music 
in the message. 

a. Appropriate to the message
b. Not appropriate to the message

a. Effective in getting the message across
b. Not effective in getting the message across

a. Could understand the words to the music
b. Could not understand the words to the music

2. Overall, how would you describe the music in the announcement? 

a. The music fit the message

b. The music did not fit the message

c. I don't remember the music

Use of Famous Spokesperson:

1. Which of the following best describes________________ (name of spokesperson), the 
announcer in the public service message? 

a. Singer
b. Actor
c. Comedian
d. Athlete
e. Don't know



2. Please circle the one answer from each pair of phrases which better describes your feelings 
about the announcer, ___________________(name of spokesperson). 

a. Believable
b. Not believable

a. Appropriate to the message
b. Not appropriate to the message

a. Gets the message across
b. Does not get the message across

Use of Telephone Number or Address:

1. The phone number (or address) was on the screen long enough for me to remember it or write 
it down.

a. Agree
b. Disagree
c. Neither agree nor disagree

Request for a Particular Action:

1. What did the announcement ask you to do?
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________

Instructions for Performing a Specific Health Behavior:

1. Please circle one answer from each pair of phrasest that better describes your feelings about 
the instructions regarding________________(fill in behavior) in the announcement. 

a. Clear and easy to understand

b. Confusing, hard to understand

a. I would be able to perform_____________________________ (fill in behavior) after seeing this 
announcement.

b. I would not be able to perform_________________________ (fill in behavior) after seeing this 
announcement.



Presentation of Technical or Medical Information:

1. The announcement presented technical (or medical) information. Please select one answer 
from each pair of phrases that better describes your feelings about the information. 

a. The announcement did a good job of presenting technical information. 

b. The announcement did a poor job of presenting technical information.

a. I understood all the terms in the announcement. 

b. I had difficulty understanding the terms in the announcement.

Presentation of New Information:

1. How much, if any, of the information in the announcement was new to you? 

a. All of it
b. Most of it
c. Some of it
d. None of it

2. Overall, how useful was the information in the announcement to you? 

a. Very useful
b. Somewhat useful
c. Not very useful
d. Not useful at all
e. Don't know/not sure

Promotion of a Sponsoring Organization:

1. From among the following choices, please indicate the organization that sponsored this 
message. (Include your organization and fill in appropriate alternatives). 

a. CARE
b. Baylor College of Medicine
c. Save The Children Foundation
d. Don't know/Not sure



Characters Who Are Supposed to Be Typical of the Target Audience:

(The word "characters" in these questions could be substituted with "man," "woman," "family," 
"children", etc.)

1. Which of the following statements better describes the characters in the announcement? 

a. The characters in the announcement reminded me of people I know.

b. The characters in the announcement did not remind me of people I know.

2. Overall, how would you describe the characters in the
announcement? Please select one response from each group. 

a. Realistic
b. Not realistic

a. Helped me to understand the message
b. Did not help me to understand

3. Overall, how would you describe the characters in the
announcement? Please select one answer from each group. 

a. Appealing
b. Not appealing

a. Get the message across
b. Do not get the message across

a. Believable
b. Not believable

a. Easy to understand
b. Not easy to understand



Use of a Voice-Over Announcer:

1. Please circle the one answer from each pair of phrases that better describes your feelings about 
the announcer. 

a. Believable
b. Not believable

a. Appropriate to the message
b. Not appropriate to the message

a. Gets the message across
b. Does not get the message across

a. Easy to understand
b. Hard to understand

Presentation of Controversial or Unpleasant Information: 

1. Some people have mentioned different feelings they had during or after watching the 
announcement. Please circle the opinion which comes closest to yours. 

a. The announcement made me uncomfortable, and I had difficulty paying attention to it.

b. The announcement interested me, so I paid attention to it. 

c. I had no particular feeling about the announcement.

2. Overall, how do you think most people would feel about this announcement if they saw it on 
television at home? 

a. Suitable to show on television at any time

b. Suitable to show, but only at certain times

c. Not suitable to show at any time

Listed below are sample questions to be used for identifying the characteristics of your pretest 
participants. Some of these questions also may be used as screening questions to recruit participants 
from a specific target group.



1. What is your sex?

a. Male
b. Female

2. What is your age?

a. Under
b. 18-- 24
c. 25-- 34
d. 35-- 44
e. 45-- 49
f. 50-- 54
g. 55-- 60
h. Over 60

3. How far did you go in school?

a. Eighth grade or less
b. Some high school
c. High school graduate
d. Some college
e. College graduate

4. Do you have children?

a Yes (go to question 4a)
b. No (go to question 5)

4a. Please circle the age categories in which your children belong. Circle as many as apply.

a. 1-- 5 years old
b. 6-- 10 years old
c. 11-- 15 years old
d. 16-- 20 years old
e. 21 and over

5. Which of the following statements best describes you?

a. I currently smoke.
b. I used to smoke, but have now stopped.
c. I have never smoked.



6. Have you ever been told by a doctor or a nurse that you have . . .

a. Heart disease
b. High blood pressure
c. Cancer
d. Emphyzema
e. Other

7. To the best of your knowledge, have you ever been exposed to . . .

a. Asbestos 
b. Other toxic chemicals 
c. Etc.

8. Which of the following best describes your race or ethnic background?

a. White
b. Black
c. Hispanic
d. Asian
e. Other
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Thank you for watching this program. One of the reasons it was shown tonight was to get your reaction to it-- to see what parts you liked and what parts you didn't like.


1. Was there any part of the program that you especially liked?
___________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
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